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THOMAS CONFIRMED: 52TO 48
byJohnB. Licata, Editor-in-Ozie/.
Judge Clarence Thomas has officially
been transformed into Justice Clarence Tho
mas. The Senateconfirmedhisnomination by
a voteof52 to 48, ending the lengthy hearings
that placed Thomas' nomination under a cloud
and his character in doubt. Professor Anita
Hill's charges of sexual harassment and the
ensuing week o fCongressional hearings ulti
mately didnotdisruptPresidentBush 's second
Supreme Court nominee from being confirmed
by the Senate. Last year David Souter was
overwhelmingly placed on the courtby getting
support from over 90% ofthe Senate.
StudentsatSUNY-BuffaloLaw School
were questioned about the Thomas nomination
before the Senate voted and the response was
decidedly againstThomas being seated on the
highestcourtin the land._61 %ofthosestudents
polled were opposed to Thomas for various
reasons. One person said his ''qualifications
are at best modestly mediocre'' and another
commented that Thomas was the "greatest
judicial travesty in this country.'' However,
somestudentsremainedinaquandryregarding
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THE OPINION Poll
100 UB students* were surveyed regarding their feelings on Judge
Clarence Thomas' nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court.

I. Doyou support Judge Clarence Thomas' nomination to the US.
Supreme Court now that the hearings are over?
Yes
No
Undecided
28%
61%
11%
2. Who do you believe is telling the troth?
Prof. Hill
Judge Thomas
Undecided
38%
18%
44%

3. Have the hearings regarding Professor AnitaHill 's statements,
changed your view ofJudge Thomas' nomination?
Yes
No
15%
85%
4. Prior to the hearings regarding Professor Anita Hill's state
ments, did you support Judge Thomas' nominations?
Yes
No
Undecided
30%
59%
11%

*Survey consisted of52% women. 48% males

Justice Thomas' nomination and were not sure
whom to believe when ask to choose between
ThomasandHill. 38% ofthestudentspolled
felt Hill was telling the truth while only 18%
believed Thomas. The remaining 44% didn't
believe either person was telling the whole
story. When asked ifthe hearings had changed
personalopinionsofJudgeThomas85%said
they had not been influenced by the hearings.
The final result of the poll showed that the
week long congressional investigation swayed
only two percent ofthose polled .
The hearings became an ordeal for Tho
mas, Hill and perhaps most ofthe nation with
the Senate showing some oftherougher edges
of American politics. Senator Orrin Hatch
alluded to Senator Edward Kennedy's own
involvement with a young woman, who died
duetothesenator'spoordriving,bymentioning
a' 'Massachusetts Bridge'' in his analogy of
Judge Thomas's position. Sen. Hatch later
corrected his remarks for the record to read that
hemeanta "Brooklyn Bridge."

Survey conducted by staff writer
SaultanH. Baptiste.
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Professor Blum

Sues University
by JohnB. Licata, Editor-in-Chief
On October 1st, Associate Professor of
Law Jeffrey Blum initiated legal proceedings
against the State University of New York at
Buffalo Law Schooland the University. Claim
ing a total of$3.95 million dollars in damages,
$3 million in punitive damages, and the re
maining in compensatory damages, Professor

Professor Blum debating an issue.

Blum has fifty-one page clain1 and a one
hundred and fifteen page appendix. (Both are
on reserve in the law library under "Blum
Civil Procedure.") Named in the complaint
are Dean David Filvaroff, former Associate
Dean John Henry Schlege~ President William
Greiner,ActingProvostLevy,DeanAlanCar
rel, Professors Elizabeth Mensch, Alan Free
tnan, CharlesEwingandJohnandJane Doe,all
ofSUNY atBuffalo.
Included in Blum's complaint is a due
process claim alleging he had been denied 6th
and 14thAmeni:lmentrights in the tenure evalu
ation. Also included is a reliance claim based
upon misrepresentations made to Professor
BlumbyDeanFilvaroffcausingBlumtoforego
sixth year tenure evaluations. Such a reliance,
as asserted by Blum, caused him to discontinue
a job search and miss a January 1991 conven
tionoftheAssociationofAmericanLawSchol
ars. His absence at this conference is consid
eredby Blumto have seriously hurt his chances
at fmding employment within the nextyear. In
response to these claims, Dean Filvaroffre
sponded that' 'Professor Blum's allegations
are extravagant and ill-founded, while his le
gal claims, in ourview,arelacking in merit.·'
Blum's claims range from fraud to the

Ambassador D iscu.s ses
Space Debris
a similar condition if its communication sat
Ambassador Edward Finch spoke to a ellites were disrupted by space debris.
Forthosestudents interested in the outer
groupofstudentsatSUNY-Buffalo campus on
FridayOctober4, 1991 inanlnternationalLaw space dilemma Mr. Finch directed them to
Society (ILS) sponsored lecture. His discus readtheOuterSpacePrinciplesTreatyofl967,
sion was titled "Heavenly Junk: The Space a document he called the ' 'grandmotherofall
Debris Crisis." After Dean Filvaroff intro the treaties dealing with outer space.'' Essen
duced Ambassador Finch, using a lengthy list tially the document states there is no sover
ofcredentials, Mr. Finch presented a copy of eignty in space and disallows orbiting weapons
his book Astro-Business to Kim Danzi, Presi- . of mass destruction. That prohibition gives
American defense systems an additional fif
dentofILS.
His lecture was more of an informal teen minutes to respond to any ground based
discussion on theamountofspace debris pres nuclear attack.
Mr. Finch is the sponsorofaresolution
ently orbiting the Earth "like flies around a
honey coated baseball' ' than a strict lecture. in the American Bar Association's Science
The ambassador warned that satellites, both andTechnologyCouncilcalling for agreement
human-made and asteroids, ofover 10 centi amongst nations not to deliberately create
meters in diameter, represent a serious threat space debris. His reasoning is that until the
to international communication and subse USA "gets its act together the [United Na
quently to the security and peace the United tions] won 'tmove" toward a solution. Partof
States. To make his point Mr. Finch posed the the international problem ofspace debris in
question '' How would you feel ifyou were an cludes the technological incompatibility of
active person and suddenly lost your eyes and national satellites and the national security
ears? Doyouthinkyoumightfeelsomefear?" that would be jeopardized by removing disHe warned that the United States would be in

by John B. Licata

continued on page 6
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Sabby Charles Santarpa

JessupTeam Looks to Spring Regional Competition
by Greg Chestnut
Two weeks ago the Jessup Board held the FallMoot
Court Competition. Approximately forty 2Land 3Lcom
petitors were vying for the eight positions on the regional
team.
This year's problem covered a fictitious situation
modelled after the Achille Lauro incident. The People's
Armed Conflict Movement (P.A.C.M.), a terrorist group
with headquarters in Shangri, hijacked a cruise ship and
killed a Yokum national. Eventually the ship isreleased and
the terrorists are arrested at their headquarters by the
Shangri police. However, Yokum, fearfulthattheterrorists
would not be broughtto justice by the Shangri government,
intercept the airliner on which the terrorist captives were
on board, and bring the criminals to Yokum in order to bring
the criminals under their jurisdiction.
Two principal questions ofpublic international law
were selected for argument in the competition. The first
involved whether or not Shangri violated minimum stan
dards of state responsibility by allowing P.A.C.M. to
commit terrorist activities out ofits headquarters located
inShangriterritory. Thesecond question concerned whether

....

I'..

1991-92/essuplntemationalMootCrurt Team. From left to
right: Henry Nowak, DanielDeRosso, PeterGrubea, Tom
Canavo, Penny Strothers, Erin Wolfe, Robert Pe lier, and
Gary Storm.
or not Yokum violated international law in its interception ofthe
Shangriairlinercarryingtheterrorists. Thecompetitionaddressed
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1991-92/essuplntemationalMootCatrtOralist Team. From
left to right: Henry Nowak, Daniel DeRosso, PeterGrubea,
and Tom Canavo

these issues in two formats: a writtenmemo
rial(brief)andoralargumentbeforethelnter
national CourtofJustice.
On October3rdtheresultsofthecompe
tition were announced. The Best Memorial
was written by RobertPelier. Second best was
written by Gary Storm, Third best was written
by Penelope Stothers, and Fourth best was
written by Erin Wolfe. The Best OralistAward
went to Henry Nowak. Second Best Oralist
was Daniel DeRosso, Third Best was Peter
Grubea, and Fourth Best went to Thomas
Cannavo. These eight individuals will com
priseU.B. 'sregionalJessup team and compete
at the regional competitio11 in the Spring.
In addition, Junior Associate Member
ship was extended to Karen Bellaire, Robert

Bencini, Stephen Crawford, Derek Gregory, Jorge Guerrero,
Dean Hanley, Joseph Mooney, and Maryanna Moskal.
Congratulations!
TheJessupMootCourtBoardwouldliketosincerely
thank theprofessorsand practicing attorneys whojudged the
competition. Without their help and support, the Jessup
Competitionwouldnothavebeensuchasuccess. TheBoard
thanks Professor Marjorie Girth, Professor Virginia Leary,
Professor George Kannar, Professor John Thomas, Joe
Grasmick, Esq., Peter Illig, Esq., Carole Healey, Phillip
Mclntyre,Esq.,KimiK.ing,Esq.,DavidState,Esq.,Andrea
Emmelinks, and Sean Galliher. The Board would also like
to thank Nancy Schulman for her support.
Finally, the Jessup Board appreciates Gay Kang and
Karen Stamey,Jessup Directors, for their efforts in conduct
ing the intramural. Gay and Karen provided moral and
administrative support by making sure all the competitors
andjudgeswerewellfedandfullybriefedontheintrarnural
problem. The competition was an incredible success due
to their hard work, enthusiasm, and dedication to making
Jessup the best it can be. Thanks Gay! Thanks Karen!

1991-92/essuplntemationalMoot CrurtMemoria/Writers.
From left to right: RdJert Pelier, Penny Strothers, Gary Storm,
and Erin Wolfe.

Research andWriting

by Barry Boyer, Associate Dean for
AcademicAffairs
were' 'late,'' this is the normal time for final
The second semester Research and izing the second-semester curriculum.)
Writing (RAW) Program, which has sparked
Each first-year section will have either
considerable interest, someconcern,_andmore three or four RAW sections taught by senior
than a few rumors among first-year students, is faculty. Each faculty member will working
now taking final shape. The new Spring pro with slightly more than20 students each, which
gram, which has beenindevelopmentformore will provide opportunities for individualized
than a year, is designed to improve student consultation and feedback on writing assign
skills in argumentation and expression, while ments.
familiarizing them with different types of
The use offaculty rather than teaching
legal research and writing. Faculty assign assistants to conduct the small groups repre
ments to teach RAW are firming up, as the sents a significant increase in the amount of
overallmenuoffirst-yearandupper-classcourse · teaching resources devoted to the first-year
offerings for Spring 1992 are resolved. (De program. Fortherestoftheyear, two commit
spite concerns that the spring course offerings tees will be following and reviewing progress

in R & W to assure that the program meets the
objectives established by the faculty and the
needs ofthe students. The Academic Policy
and Program Committee(APPC) is a standing
faculty-studentcommittee with general juris
diction over curriculum matters. The APPC
makes recommendations to the faculty on
significant curriculum changes. In addition, I
have been working with a new Student Bar
Association special committee on R & W,
which is chaired by Mike Fallon, a third-year
law student.
Therernainderofthe first-year curricu
lum for Spring 1991 isas follows: Section 1 will
have Property (Avery), Contracts (Konefsky),

Labor Law (Atleson) and Legal Profession
(Kenyatta); Section2 will have Constitutional
Law (Kannar), Torts (Mensch), Property (Free
man) and Legal Profession (Marcus); Section
3 will have Contracts (Schlegel), Constitu
tional Law (Newhouse), Administrative Law
(Szczygiel), and Legal Profession (Munger)>
As usual, all ofthese teaching assignments are
subject to change for unanticipated circum
stances such as leave-of-absence, illness or
other curriculum needs.
During the next two weeks, as the re
mainder ofthe Spring 1992 curriculum falls
into place, I will be visiting each ofthe first
year sections to discuss the curriculum, and
answer any questions you may have.

"INYOUR BEST INTEREST" LAWWEEK
Finding and Funding yourself a Public Interest Job
by KevinP. Collins
The Buffalo Public Interest Law
Program(BPILP)and the Career Development
Office(CDO) brought to the UB Law School
''The Public InterestLaw Week,'' from Sep
tember 30 to October 3,1991. The success of
this highly informative week was due mainly
tothehardworkanddeterrninationofJillBarr
and Michael Freedman, the graduate assis
tants o fBPILP. The two were responsible for
bringing to UBmany lawyers highly active and
successful in the public interest law bar, as
well as arranging panels, brown bag lunches
and speeches where students could obtain valu
able information about, and make future con
tacts, in finding and funding yourselfa job.
One such event during the week was that
of''FlDldingYourselfAJob,''heldonMonday,
September 30. Four speakers presented a
highly informative background on how to fund
yourselfajob. Audrey Koscielniak, Director
ofthe Law School CDO, spoke first, stating
thatalthough economicallythetimesaretough,
the market is not filled. The opportunities are
there, but the money may not be, however,
grants may allow you to pursue an area that
interests you. You mustdevelop yourselfinto
anattractive candidate to obtain grants and one
way to do so is by tying yourself to an estab-

lished project or organization. The key is to
start now, not later! For further information,
stop by the CDO or check out the books on
reserve in the library.
The second speaker was Eric Alcott,
Assistant to the President atErie Community
College, who teaches a course on funding
yourself a job. He stressed the need to be
specific in grant requests as to who you are,
whatyou propose to do, andhowyouare going
to measure your results. Agencies want to back
''sure bets,'' according to Mr. Alcott, and do
not want to take risks with limited resources.
He stated that ifanyone wants to contact him,
they can call him at(716) 842-2770.
The third speaker, Michelle Scott, isan
information specialist at UB who works for
"Sponsored Programs," located in the UB
Commons, Suite 211 . Here, she helps faculty,
staffand students to do searches for sources of
funding. Herprogramalsopublishesamonthly
newsletter. A SPIN(SponsoredPrograrnsln
formation Network) computer search is done
foryouviaanon-linedatabaserunningoutof
SUNY inAlbany, whichuseskeywordstoseek
out foundations and agencies that interest you.
The last speaker, to borrow a cliche,
certainly was not the least, but was in fact the

highlight ofthe evening. Katie Cerulli, a 3L
hereatUBwho fundedherownproject, told of
herresearch into domestic violence and com
munity responses. She was an exciting speaker
whose warm personality, intelligence and de
votion were illustrated as she related to the
audience her personal experiences, while at
the same time serving as a role model for law
students both here and elsewhere. She
emphasized that the first, and most important,
step is finding outwhatyou want to do and then
narrowingitdown. Folllldations want to know
what your results will be. Through her work,
she has established strong local and national
contacts. She added that ifanyone wanted to
talktoherforhelpinfundingyourselfajob,just
drop a note in her mailbox.
Another extremely informative event,
''Finding Yourselfa Job,'' was held Thursday,
October 3. Amy Tobel, a UB alum, is an
attorney who works in the Career Placement
Work Office for NYU Law School. She is a
highly energetic speaker, and has held over 14
jobs since graduating from law school. One of
the items she stressed was the importance ofa
good cover letter. She stated that it should be
formal and stick to three or four good para
graphscovering who you areand why you are

writing, your past experience relating to this
areaofwork, and any personal commitment or
ties to this particular area. She pointed out not
to be too verbose, but to be clear and concise,
emphasizing that you should be able to talk
about every line in the letter. She also added
that it is very important to state that you will
contact the agency and then to actually follow
up persistently, since many public jobs cannot
afford good recruitment due to understaffing.
Finally, she strongly urged students to attend
career conferences.
Theweekwashighlighted,andcarneto
a conclusion, on that same Thursday night
whenareceptionwasheldforfaculty,students
and members of the public interest law
community. DeanFilvaroffgaveabriefspeech
and this was followed by the presentation of
award certificates to the 17 BPILP summer
interns from their respective sponsors. The
Public Interest Law Week was as much a
success as it was infonnative; as much a public
interestlaw week as an '' in your best interest' '
law week where UB students benefitted im
mensely by learning valuable information on
how to find and fund publie interest jobs, and
making potentially lasting contacts in that
field.
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EDITORIAL
The first floor student lounge has been painted, recarpeted and according to the
lawsofNew York State it has been designated anon-smoking lounge. Inspiteofthis
manystudentswhousetheloungehavenotyetbeenalertedtothenon-smokingnature
and the presence ashtrays in the lounge has not deterred the continued violation ofState
regulations. With the conversion ofthe fourth floor lounge into a computer lab the
student body depends considerably upon the first floor for group meetings and guest
speakers.
Continueduseofthisloungeasasmokingloungeiscontrarytothepurposeand
needs ofentire school. The immediate response is where do the smokers go ifthey
arenotallowed to smoke in the first floor lounge? Apparently, smokers are not deterred
bynon-smokingsignsthroughoutthehallwaysandtheabsenceofasmokinglounge
should not create any problems in their smoking habit. However, the SBA has
announcedplanstoopenasmokingareaonthefourthfloorneartheelevators. Smokers
havecomplainedthatitis notaroomand it is insulting for them to be removed to such
a location. Their pride has been wounded and they feel their liberty has been
undermined.
Jnresponse,thereisnorighttosmokeandtoassertitasalibertyissueisspurious
at best. What remains is that more students are non-smokers and state regulations
explicitly forbidding smoking in public access areas. Unfortunately, the smoke is
filtering into thecarpet and furniture making the non-smoking lounge an environmen
tal cesspool.
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Letters to the Editor
This isinresponsetoBillKennedy'scartoonintheOctober I, 1991 issueoffheOpinion.
The pointofhis misguided fiction was that the Judge Advocate General Corps ban is unfair to
law students because it wasn't the law students themselves who were ••taking anybody else· s
opportunity away from them.·'
This is deluded thinking Mr. Kennedy. No one wants to take an opportunity away from
you. You are free to join the JAG Corps ifyou choose. But what you failed to consider is that
the JAG Corps was taking away opportunities from the students. It is the JAG Corps that was
acting in a discriminatory manner, andnotonlyto gaysand lesbians, but to those over 35 and the
disabled. This is not a question, as I have heard mentioned, ofwhether gays and lesbians can
perform adequately in the military. The military had openly gay people during tbe GulfW ar,
ofcourse because they were needed. Noone seemed to mind then. Why is it so important who
people have sex with. Is a woman less o fa patriot or soldier because she has oral sex with another
woman? Is a man unfit to prosecute deserters and drug dealers because he has anal sex with
another man? Is their motivation any less? I just do not see the connection between an adult's
sexuality and his/her ability to perform on the job.
Thepointofyourcartoonshouldhavebeenthatpunitiveactionwastakenagainsttheones
who denied the opportunities. In this country we punish the guilty, as opposed to fascist regimes
who silence the persecuted. What realistic ( final) solution do you propose, Bill? Your cartoon
suggests that since we shouldn't be banning the military, and since students are being punished
by the ban, perhaps we should bepunishing the gays and lesbians. Should we ban gays and lesbians
from campus because they made all possible recruits questionable in the eyes ofthe military?
Should we throw out gays and lesbians because they stand up for their own human rights, promote
awareness, and combat bigotry? Orperhaps we should throw them out because they o tfend good
Christian sensibilities. Come on Bill, it's obvious you think that they 're to blame.
Youcancryallyouwantthatit'snotfairtoyou,butit'slessfairtothepeoplewhowanted
to join but couldn •t. Go join the JAG Corps, Bill and fight for the new world order. But, when
you get in, just be sure to respect your gay and lesbian fellow soldiers.
Sincerely,
Scott Rudnick, 2L
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bySrikantRamaswami,NewsEditor
,, • .
A white comrade once asked Clarence Thomas how he was. He responded: I m Just
trying to make itin your world.· ' And indeed he tried. Ina relatively short period, the 43 ye~
old graduate of Yale Law School enjoyed much success. Now, some 107 days la~r, his
reputation is tarnished and Clarence Thomas is a broken man. Because he has been s~bJected
toa process which has taken him from theprestigiousheightsofa SupremeCoutnorrunee and
dumpedhirnintoadungeon where he has• 'earned'' thesobriquetof"sex~alharasser:''
As I sat glued watching Thomas' visceral denial ofMiss Hill's alleganons, I was visually
moved. Indeed his speech was eloqo.ent, zealous, and very, very, solemn. And Thomas' ~essage
was vitriolic:' 'Unless you kowtow to an old order...you will be lynched, destroyed, cancatured
by a committee ofthe Senate rather than hung from a tree., ·• he said. IfTho~as is ~ocent,
a "high tech lynching" did occur and nothing can salvage Clarence Thomas reputation.
And then came Anita Hill. A brave woman. A woman who took a step forward at the
expenseofherprivacyandtoldthenationabouttheClarenceThomassheknew:Shesp?keabout
his desire to date her, his own sexual prowess, his comments on pornographic movies that he
had seen, and his comments about pubic hair in his Coke. In effect, Anita Hill wanted the
Judiciary Committee to know the other side ofClarence Thomas.
Newsweek magazine states that' 'Clarence Thomas and Anita Hill sat under the s~e
hot white lights at the United States Senate, a damaged man and an injured woman demandmg
justice. Two parallel lives that had looked exemplary suddenly collided over an ugly stof)'. of
sexual harassment.'' And Time Magazine states that in this dramatic saga, ''one was telling
thetruthandtheotherwaslying. Oneofthem was shouldering the burden unfairly-and it may
never be known which one.''
Both Anita Hilland Clarence Thomas found that enough is not enough. That in America
FBireports can be leaked to the public. That in America the media can sneak into your garage
at night to uncover•• filth.'' That the ugly debate between Republicans and Democrats have
levelled them pawns in a chess game for victory.
.
Despite Biden' s stance, the Senate Judiciary Committee he~gs will ha~e to step m
anew direction. Because a process that does not allow potentialnorrunees to the highest court

continued onpage 6

SubmissionsforTheOpinionshould
be typed and double-spaced oron
IBMcompatiblediskofeither3.5"
or 5.25'' format, usinganyofthe
followingprograms:MicrosoftWord,
MSWmdowsWrite,ASCIItext,
Mu'.ltiMate,WmdowsWord,Word
Perfect4.2/5.1,orWordstar.
Dear Editor,
As one of the victims of incessant mailbox theft I appreciated your October I, 1991
editorial. However, I take issue with your assertion that' 'there is no feasible alternative·' by
which to remedy the problem. The purchase of hasps and hinges and some relatively easy
remodeling by the Carpentry Shop on the part ofthe school, and the willingness to purchase
combinationlocksonthepartofthestudentswouldremedytheproblem Sowouldtherequirement
that ALL notices ofan official or especially ofan academic nature be posted in glass-enclosed
bulletin boards. Iftbecurrent glass-enclosed board is inadequate in terms ofsize then new ones
should be purchased.
In a school in which funding is made available to student groups with extraordinariliy
narrow focus and serving the tiniest percentage ofthe student body, surely funding should be
available for a matter which concerns us all.
Sincerely,
John Cody, IL

Blum Suit
continuedfrom page 1
aforementioned due process claim and essen propriate. We will, o fcourse, respond appro
tially allege a series of intimidations by pro priately in the judicial proceedings he has
fessors and administrators based on personal initiated.' '
antipathy and ''political correctness run
The federal claims will be heard by
amok."
Judge Curtin, while Judge NeMayer, in tbe
Dean Filvaroff stated that th~ suit is a CourtofClaims will hear the remaining claims
"personnel matter now in litigation," and
•'detailed comments or responses are not ap-

McPHERSON!
.
Ill lbrnl \lcPhtrn111
Clarence Thomas has just been con
finned as an Associate Justice of the Su
preme Court of the United States in a star
tlingclosevoteof52 to 48. There's no need
to dwell on all the manipulations, both pub
lic and private, that brought the United
States to this point. History, and other
articles in this paper, will record the gener
ally skewed perceptions ofthe event.
Now that the deed has been done, it's
time to look to the future. What does all of
this mean? Are we a better country for
having Thomas on the court? Is Thomas a
better justice for having made it through the
proceedings? Is the statusofwomen threat
ened? Does this signal the end ofsociety as
we know it?
My own reaction may be a bit ex
treme. I find this turn ofevents very distress
ing. This isn't necessarily due to feelings
aboutThomas personally, but rather about
his political persuasion. The spectre of a
conservative Supreme Courthas been loom
ing overtheU.S. for sometime. I knew it was
, coming, but I always held out some distant
hope that something would happen to keep it
from becoming a reality.
Idon'twantapredominatelyconser
vative Supreme Court because I think some
balance is necessary. Perception is too
easily swayed by ideology. If you ask a
liberal· s opinion about a particular person,
shemaysaythatpersonisagenius. Youask
a conservative the same question, he'll say
the person is an idiot. With ideology becom
ing the first qualification for a Supreme
Court seat, this country can't afford such a
deepseatedbiasinwhatissupposedtobethe
fairest body inourland. This opinion applies
equally to liberals and conservatives.
Naturally, others may not see it this
way. Disgust with the Democratic Party
losing touch with the desires ofthe people
has driven many to the right, or atleast closer
to the middle. I suppose I shouldn't be too
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surprised. For some reason, everything the
Democrats touch seems to turn into a messy
affair.
I wonder how the hearings will affect
Justice Thomas. Would he use his position
to exact payback against the liberal special
interest groups that turned his life into a
living hell? Can he fairly discern the rights
of a woman in a sexual harassment case?
Willhefinallybeabletoformafairopinion
on Roev. Wadewhenheknowshow Senator
Metzenbaum feels on the subject? Some
one once said, ' 'whatever doesn't kill you
makes you stronger." I'd liketo believe that
could apply to Thomas, but I can't help but
tbinktheadage, "don'tgetmad,geteven."
Even ifl give him the benefit ofthe doubt
(he's gotten plenty ofthat already) that he
can maintain a proper judicial temperment,
one has to wonder how much he's changed
after the second round of hearings. He
admitted himself that he is a changed per
son
Though this seems like a victory for
blacks, the big loseris the women's move
ment. The message this confirmation sends
is that a man's word is still stronger than a
woman's. While men and surprisingly,
quite a few women, celebrate the Senate
vote, a number of victimized women will
silently suffer unwanted advances in the
workplace because they know a callous
society doesn't want to hear their cries. And
the ramifications of this on the abortion
rights issue are clearly ominous.
Perhaps what bothers me most is the
personal toll this has taken. This has seri
ously impacted my relationship with two of
my best friends who prefer to remain name
less (though it doesn't take much to figure
out who they are). Despite the fact that I
know somepeopleagreewithme, I feel very
alone. This issue apparently cuts deeply
into the heart ofAmerican life.
Much too deeply, I think.

NomineesThroughTheAges
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The Lynching of
ClarenceThomas
"This is a circus. This is a national disgrace. It is a
high-tech lynching for uppity blacks who in any way
deign to think for themselves, to do for themselves,
to have different ideas. It is a message, that unless
you kowtow to an old order, this is what will happen
to you. You will be lynched, destroyed, caricatured by
a committee ofthe U.S. Senate rather than hung
from a tree."
Judge Clarence Thomas
by Jim Maisano
Judge Thomas could nothave beenmore
accurateorpowerful. Theliberalplantationof
DelllO\:rats, special interest groups and the
media had tried to lynch him. The Anti
Thomas coalition (led by liberal, black and
women's special interest groups) attempted to
destroy the character and dignity of a man
whose entire life has displayed nothing but
integrity,hard work and success. These groups
were unable to defeat the Thomas nomination
through thenonnal, democratic process; thus,
a Democratic staffer was used to leak Anita
Hill's allegations to the media when it was
certain Judge Thomas would be confirmed.
The affidavit containing Hill's allega
tions was investigated by the FBI, reviewed by
Judge Thomas' opponents and supporters on
the Judiciary Committee and denied as incon
clusive and insufficient to warrant further in
vestigation or to halt the committee's final
vote. Even Hill had requested that her allega
tions remain confidential. Nonetheless, a
Democratic staffer chose to violate the legal
andethicalcodesofthe U.S. Senateandleaked
theaffidavittothemedia. Fromthispointon,
all notions offairness and justice were elimi
nated from the confirmation process, as Judge
Thomas was forced to defend himselfagainst
a weak, unsubstantiated allegation already
rejected by the Judiciary Committee. The
Senate Hearing became a' 'high-tech lynch
ing." Judge Thomas was guilty of being a
Black Conservative Republican.
Whenawomenmakesachargeofsexual
harassment, it must be treated with respect.

However, this does not mean that she is telling
the truth. Our society detennines the truth in
these controversies through the court system,
where there are judges,juries, statutesofJimi
tations and rules ofevidence and procedure.
Hill, a civil rights attorney, decided not to file
a claim. Thus, when she came forward at the
"l l th Hour" tomakeherallegations,shewas
faced with a strong burden ofproof to over
come. The Anti-Thomas coalition had just
spent over I 00dayssearching for dirt on Judge
Thomas and were unable to find even the
remotest trace of scandal during his career.
TheburdencouldnotbeplacedonJudgeTho
mas based on a single, uncorroborated allega
tion. Of the thousands of women who had
worked with Judge Thomas over his life, there
was nQ1 one who had anything but glowing
praise for Judge Thomas' work place conduct
(exceptforonewomen who was fired by Tho
mas for calling a co-worker a faggot).
The question is then, did Hill meet her
burden? The answer is clearly no. In this very
strange forum, we had the word o fone person
against another. The only witnesses that Hill
could produce were acquaintances she told, "I
have been sexual harassed by my supervisor/
boss who has repeatedly asked me for dates."
Notoneofthesewitnesseswasevertoldofany
pornographic language. Judge Thomaswasnot
even Hill's only supervisor during this alleged
period of harassment. Hill's testimony ap
peared credible, but remains just an allegation,
since it is not accompanied by any corrobora
tive evidence. She could not meet her burden
ofproof.
Hill's allegations raise serious ques
tions; why would any women follow her ha
rasserto a new job when she was secure in her
old position; whywouldawoman makeover 15
phone calls to her harasser after becoming a
law professor and even meet with him socially;
why dido 't she file a complaint againstJudge
Thomas, especially since she worked in the
office responsible for enforcing the nation's
sexual harassment laws; why did she wait l 0
years to make these allegations, when Judge
Thomas has now been through 3 other confir
mation hearings; why dido 'tshekeep notes on
the alleged harassment, the exact advice her
officeprovidesothersexualharassedwomen;
why isn 'tthere any pattern o fharassment with
a!ll'. other woman during Thomas' entire ca
reer; why did she tell two men at the recent
ABA convention that she was excited about the
Thomas nomination and that he really de
served it; why were some of her allegations
about Judge Thomas' comments found in a
case in the Circuit where she teaches (Long
Dong Silver)and inTheExorcjst(pubichairin
a drink); and why could she perfectly descnbe
Thomas· comments to her IO years ago, while
during the questioning she could not remember
what happened in the past week? These ques
tions and others prevented Hill from meeting
her strong burden ofproof.
ThemostpowerfulweaponagainstHill's
allegations was.Judge Thomas himself. He
was assertive, genuine, passionate, forthright
andextremelycredible. Forthefirsttimeintbe
confirmation process, Thomas' brilliance was

continued onpage 10
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Too Bad Life's Not Like Baseball
by JeffErtel
Too bad life's not like baseball. If that
were the case Warren McCleskey would have
the opportunity to come to bat again in a few
innings. Instead he is dead. We as citizens
should be concerned, not because an arguably
guilty man has been executed, but because his
case represents the erosion ofindividual rights
that has been affected by our courts. We as
students should be outraged that a ChiefJustice
ofthe Supreme Court, one that has espoused
judicial restraint, has spearheaded a campaign
to implement policies that Congress has de
cided consciously not to. In general,justice
will recognize that racial prejudice runs ram
pant throughout its decision making process,
and in essence will condone it. And we, as
future attorneys. should express concern at a
Court that is willing to discard established
doctrine merely because its political ideology
and make-up have recently changed.
Who is Warren McCleskey and what is
this all about? Warren McCleskey has the
distinction, besides being the first person ex
ecuted in the state of Georgia in over three
years, ofbeing oneofthe few, ifany,individu
als with their name on two landmark Supreme
Court decisions.
The purpose of this article is not to
debate the relative merits (or lack thereof) of
capital punishment. I leave that for another
author. Mypurpose is to briefly outline Warren
McCleskey•s path through thecourtsandbriefly
examine the holdings of the tribunals that
detem1ined his fate. In so doing, I hope to stir
some interest and hopefully some debate in the
law school community.

ally all the cases that arose after the Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality ofca~ital
punishment prior to McCleskey •s case. And
this isthesameD.A. whochosenottoseekthe
death penalty for Wayne Williams, a man who
was convicted ofsexually molesting and mur
dering numerous young black children. In any
event, McCleskey was tried, convicted and
sentenced to death.
McCleskey 's conviction was upheld on
appeal and on the initial filing for post-convic
tion relief in State court, his attorneys alleged
numerous clainls, only two of which are of
importance to this discussion. First, they
argued Georgia's Capital Punishment scheme
was unconstitutional because it was dispropor
tionately imposed upon blacks by a ratio offour
toone. Insupportofthiscontentionanindepen
dently conducted, in-depth, multiple regres
sion study was submitted. The research showed
the imposition ofthe death sentence was based
in large part on theraceofthevictimand, toa
lesser extent, the race of the defendant. It
showed that black defendants charged with
killing white victims were 4. 3 times as likely
to receive a death sentence than were their
white counterparts.
Secondly, they raised a claim that the
''jailliouse informant'' was placed in theadja-

Having had the rare
opportunity to be
before the Supreme
Courttwice within
five years was of
dubious distinction
toWarren
McCleskey.

In 1978, a group of four black men,
including Warren McCleskey carried out the
armed robbery ofa furniture store in Atlanta,
Georgia. During the commission o fthiscrime
a silent alarm was sounded to wl:iich a white
Atlantapoliceofficerresponded(Imakerefer
ence to race only because it was a relevant
factor in the post conviction litigation.) There
were no witnesses, other than the participants,
to what happened next, but the facts that were
presented to the jury were:
cent cell by the state and thus he was acting as
One ofMcCleskey' s co-defendants sup a state agent under the law. The State categori
plied informationin return fora favorable plea cally denied this allegation and because there
bargain. That information stated that was no proof to the contrary, McCleskey's
McCleskey had been the one who shot the attorney dropped the claim when entering the
officer. This confession took place in Fulton federal courts, in accordance with F.R.C.P.
County jail when he and McCleskey were ·Rule l I's prohibition against the filing of
housed in cells next to each other.
frivolous claims. The only claim ofany signifi
McCleskey •s attorney asked that all cance left before the federal courts was the one
relevant material concerning the defendant alleging disproportionate in1pactbased on race.
and/or the State's witnesses be turned over
The Federal District Court granted sen
before trial. Nothing ofsignificance was forth tencing reliefon this issue. However, the Court
coming and the State denied that any other ofAppeals for the Eleventh Circuit overturned,
material existed. The Fulton County District andtheSupremeCourtgrantedcertiorari. The
Attorney (quite out of character) sought the highestcourtinthiscountryacknowledgedthe
death penalty. This is the same D .A. who validity of the study and its results, but in
decided not to seek the death penalty in virtu- essence,itsaid, "So What? Itdidn 'tmatter!"

Thomas v. Hill

in the hot seat.
And there are serious questions about
this process. What ifClarence Thomas really
did whatAnitaIIill said she did. We will never
know ilie answer to that question so is italright
to livewith that suspicion forajudgewhowill
decide this nation's future?Whataboutreports
that sometimes people are not aware ofwhat
they are doing or saying? Does that vindicate

conti,ured from page 4
in the nation to candidly express their views for
fear oflosing the vote is intrinsically flawed.
Because a proces where the politician must
ultunately confirm ilie judge and the judge
must cater to the politics is inherently wrong.
Bccau c the inefficacy and uselessnes of
Congre~. plagued wrth internaljealousiesand
personal likes and dislikes screws the nominee 1l1omas?
As the curtain drops on this real life
drama,Clarence
Thomas and Anita Hill will
Ambassador
go.
Thomas
maygotothehighest
Court or stay
coruitu,edfrom pag!! 1
whcrehei
,cuthisgrass,andvisitMcDonald's.
abled military satellites from orbit. Intertwined in ilie problem of space debris is the Anita Hill will go back to teaching in Okla
increasing demand for mass communication homa. What will remain is this process. A
and the technology required to put a satellite in process thatwiU need to undergo several dras
orbit deposits space debri . Once a rocket tic changes so that the Clarence Thomases and
booster is used it separates from the satellite Anita Hillsofthe future may not be subjected
and spends several years circling the globe as to such hwniliation.
a piece ofspace junk.
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Showing general discrimination is irrelevant,
the Court said. In order for a defendant to
prevail, he must show that racial prejudice
influenced either the prosecutor, the judge or
the jury individually.
...STRIKEONE
Sometime later, new evidence came to
light that gave rise to a new claim. This one,
however, was not as mundane as a racial
discrimination case, but involved deliberate
suppressionofrelevantevidenceonthepartof
the State. A twenty-onepagereportdetailing
how the jailliouse infom1ant was deliberately
placed, by the State, in a cell next to McCleskey
for the sole purpose ofgaining a confession,
was finally released to the defense attorneys.
ltw~reportedthatinretum for his testimony,
the lil:formant would receive a favorable sen
tence in another case. Thus, the originalclaim
that was filed in State Court should have
prevailed. McCleskey 's attorneys filed a suc
cessor habeas corpus petition alleging that the
State violated his rights by deliberately with
holding this information. Once again
McCleskey was granted relief at the District
Court level, once again the Court ofAppeals
reversed, and once again the Supreme Court
granted certiorari.
This trip to the Supreme Court would
surely be different for Warren McCleskey.
There was no denying that the state had vio
lated his rights, by hiding the status of the
informant and thus preventing defense attor
neys from attacking his credibility. There was
established doctrine that supported his claim;
hewasgoingtobespared. Notso! lnMayof
1990, the Supreme Court, led by ChiefJustice
Rehnquist, held that McCleskey did indeed
have a valid claim, however, he should have
known of its existence because he was there
during the alleged conversations. And even if
hehadn 'tbeenthereitdidnotmatter, the Court
wentontohold, because he was guilty anyway.

...STRIKETWO
Having had the rare opportunity to be
before the Supreme Court twice within five
years was of dubious distinction to Warren
McCleskey. His legal claims were exhausted
and the only hope he had oflife rested with
Georgia's Board of Pardons and Parole, this
States's version ofexecutive clemency (you
remember Ford and Nixon)> Surely here he
could present the mitigating factors ignored by
the courts and they would not fall upon deaf
ears.
McCleskey 's clemency attorneys pre
sented considerable evidence that cast doubt
on whether he was, in fact, the actual shooter.
In addition, two jurors who sentenced him to
death testified before the Board. They stated
thatifthey had known ofthe plea arrangement
between the State and the ''jailhouse infor
mant" they would not have voted for death. In
Georgia the jury imposes a capital sentence,
and theverdictmustbe unanimous. Once again
McCleskey presented claims ofsubstance to
the tribunal that was to determine his fate, and
onceagaincameawayempty-handed.
...STRIKETHREE
Maybe Warren McCleskey did shoot
that Atlanta police officer, and maybe he
deserved to be convicted. Then again, maybe
the decision to seek capital punishment was
motivated by racial prejudices, or community
pressure. Likewise, maybe the planting ofa
jailhouse informant, and the subsequent
suppression ofevidence thatMcCleskey was
entitled to under the law, was motivated by the
desire to shore up a weak case against ablack
robber who was accused of killing a white
policeofficerwhowasjustdoinghisjob. We
may never know, but it is my hope that when
there is doubt in a case that requires the
imposition ofthe' 'ultimate punishment'' we
would err on the side ofcaution and not carry
out an execution.

BarRevu
ThefirstBarRevumeetinggotoff
to a jolly good startatBrunner's Tavern,
just outside the Buffalo city line on Main
Street. The commitment to beer and
merriment was evident; Thursday had
mercifully arrived.
For those ofyou who missed Iru;
Opinion advertisement, the Bar Revu is a
group of anonymous law ,tudents who
gather to celebrate the coming weekend.
Wehavenothing to do with the Bar Exam
(assomehavemistakenlyconcluded);our
tastes tend to be more imported. Molson,
Labatts, and Samuel Adams are standard
fare at our meetings.
Back to Brunner's: beer, tunes, and
the ballgame. What more does a law
studentneed? The DJ was quite willing to
satiate our musical needs, but somewhat

unprepared to do so. Jimmy Buffet was
requested and played, while the Beastie
Boys' 'No Sleep 'TilBrooklyn" had been
leftathome (these arenotendorsements of
any particular group, only illustrationso f
theeclecticmusicaltasteoftbeBarRevu).
lnsbort,aneveningofqualitytime
spent with present and future friends. And
George Snyder, too. lt'sworththetrip.
OnThursday, October 17ththehappy
Bar Revu-ers travel to Sheridan Lanes at
3706 Sheridan Drive furbowling and brew.
First ba:ll rolls at 9:30pm and all law
students and friends/acquaintances/
spouses/lovers are welcome. Rumorhas
ittbatRoNwillbetherethistime. Sodon't
miss this week· s adventure.

THE NEXT DEADLINE FOR
SUBMISSIONSTOTHE
OPINION IS OCTOBER 23,
1991. PLEASE SUBMIT
ARTICLESTO BOX 443 OR
512

LULU:
Hazardous
Wasteas
Income?
by Hank Nowak
The Environmental LawSociety brought
Herbert Inhaber to UB last Wednesday to
discuss his theories to improve methods for
dealing with hazardous waste. Inhaber is an
environmental analyst with Ecology and Envi-

ouswasteinitsarea. Thissystemisanalogous
to an airline's procedure in dealing with
overbooked flights. The auction begins at a
relatively small financial bonus- Mr. Inhaber
suggested ten million dollars- and greater in
centives are added to ultimately seduce a
county into accepting the waste. Mr. Inhaber
reasoned that the system guarantees a volun
teer cowity as the people are willing to accept
the detriment.
Several students attending the presenta
tioncriticizedMr. Inhaber's pointofview. One
second-year student noted that a neighboring
·county could suffer damage as a result of
leakage o fhazardous materials into a common
water supply. Others questioned a county's

Hazardrus waste allures local governments strapped for cash.

•

ronment, Inc. and operates his own company,
Risk Concepts, Inc.
Mr. Inhaber immediately broadened his
theories to apply to all' 'locally unwanted land
uses," which he termed "LULU's," including
AIDS shelters and penitentiaries as well as
hazardous waste depositories. the analyst
primarily focused on the current public as
sumption that LULU's will not be accepted
and "must be forced down people's throats."
Characterizing_ this attitude as ' 'crazy,' ' Mr.
Inhaber presented the '' Reverse Dutch Auc
tion" as an alternative.
UndertheReverseDutchAuction, every
county (or equally feasible population unit)
would beofferedan incentive to store hazard-

dedication to proper disposal techniques. One
student concluded that an application ofMr.
Inhaber'stheorywouldresultinfurtherdegen
eration ofpoor, depressed areas. Mr. Inhaber
countered by stating that such areas receive
hazardous waste under the present system but
do not benefit from the disposal.
In conclusion, Mr. Inhaberrestated that
a change in public attitude is necessary to
alleviate the ' "hazardous waste problem."
Some students left unconvinced that the haz
ardous waste problem could be alleviated by
mere change in attitude. A free plane trip may
make one forget about losing an airline seat,
but another Love Canal is more difficult to
rationalize.

Breaking the Cycle of
DomesticViolence
by Rebecca Eisen
OnOctober4, 1991,376personsgath
ered in Rochester, New York to discuss the
'' dirty little secret'' that is now getting atten
tion: Domestic Violence.
The focus ofthe conference was to dis
cuss thetacticsofpower and control whichare
the bases of domestic violence. Domestic
violence is the leading cause of injury to
womenintheUnitedStates. Oneofeverytwo
women will be either abused or killed by a
spouse orlover. One million women per year
are treated by doctors from injuries caused by
domestic violence. These significant numbers
tell us that domestic violence is a crime, not a
squabble. But, what do they tell our society?
Thisquestionwasconstantly addressed through
out the conference and the answer is unclear.
As a society we are beginning to understand the
devastating effects of domestic violence.
However, this brutality is entrenched in the
way people are brought up, in the way policeare
trained and in the way people on the outside
view domestic violence.
Whenconfrontedwiththequestion "Why
don 'tthewomenjustleave?'' the overwhelm
ing response by both victims and those who_
work with victims is frustration at the igno
rance that lies at the base ofthe statement. The
manipulation and coercion used by some men
to give their spouse or lover no alternative but
to stay is seen in the following story told by
Ellen Pence, the founder of a program for
battered women in Duluth, Minnesota.
Therewasawomanwhowasmarriedfor
seven years when she finally admitted that her
marriage was over and that her husband had
been emotionally abusive. However, she
needed a plan before she could leave. Without
a college degree she would not be able to
support herself so she enrolled in the univer
sity. Her husband recognized thisactas being
the first ofmany in his wife's attemptto leave
him. One day when she came home from
classes her husband asked ber to clean the
garage. She refused, explaining that it was
clean. He insisted and she went to the garage.
In the garage shewas greeted by her dog, fatally
stabbed and hanging from the rafters. It was
clearthatthiswasa warning to hero fa similar
fateifshe leftherhusband. When shed.id leave
three years later he made true on his threat. As
shocking as this story is, it is not uncommon.
Everydaythousandsofwomengohometofight

awarwiththepersonthey fellinlovewith. The
go home to a husband/lover who beats them
into submission.
The partners use many tactics to contro I
their women, seeing the woman as a possession
with which they will not part. A panel of
survivors toId their stories, with assurances of
confidentiality and discussed the different
power and control methods used by their part
ners. Their stories were individual in detail but
common in themesofsex and children as tools
ofcontrol.
Lenore Walker spoke after the panel
ists. she is a renowned psychologist who
specializes in the battered women's syndrome
defense. She frequently testifies at trials
where the woman is charged with murdering
her partner. Dr.Walker asserted that less than
fifteen percentofhomicidesarecommitted by
women yet when they are convicted, they get
longer sentences than men. How does this
reflectonourjusticesystem? Onoursociety?
We need to teach the police and prosecutors
that the battered women's syndrome is very
real. We can no longer accept the attitude of
the police that they will no arrest abusers
because the cases never get prosecuted due to
a lack ofperseverance by the victims. We need
to set up a system that responds effectively to
the particular and complex needs of women
who have been abused for along period o ftime.
women who have had all dignity and power
stripped from them. How can we expect them
tofacetheirabuser,alone,atanarraignmentin
criminal court?
All these questions were addressed
throughout the conference. There was a con
siderable amount of fear and frustration ex
pressed but there were also signs o foptimism
and accomplishment for the progress already
made in helping battered women escape from
their lives offear and helplessness.
New York State has established a Do
mestic Violence Hotline at l-800-942-6906
and a hotline for spanish speakers available
from 7am-11 pmall weekat 1-800-942-6908. If
you have any questions or concerns contact the
Domestic ViolenceTaskForceat636-278 I.
The option open for the survivors at the
conference was Alternatives for Battered
Women, Inc. located in Rochester. Most re
ferred to it as heaven -- the alternative they
thought they never had.

constitutional issues. In cases concerning drug
testing for federal employees the Supreme
Courtspecifically made reference to the ''War
on Drugs" as the impetus for the drug testing.
I find it very difficult to believe that one day
some official will go to the Supreme Court and

Constitution itself, they make law that is con
strained by time and that does violence to the
basic rights of the American people. By this
observation one might assume that I am a
disciple of the great god ofjudicial restraint,
this is not completely true. I do believe in the
stability and certainty that it provides hut there
are times when the status quo offends those
tin1eless rights provided by the Constitution.
Weneed only look to ourown histnryofslavery
to see that at times judicial activism might be
appropriate. But even in this extremecasi: the
legislature must play an imp1>rtant role. For
slavery this role took the form nfa Constitu 
tional Amendment.
What then is the rok ofjudges and thi:
Constitution? The Constitution itsdfspdls it
out; the courts shall interpret the law . l"hts
means that all judges on the ' 'left,'' "rig.ht" ur
otherwise must workwith the h 1olspnivided t11
them by the legislature. The legislature is thi:
body that must look to the inOuem:es ofthi:
time and the judiciary must check it by apply
ing timeless principles. That this is the role
that each body was meant to take is evidenced
by the fact that the judiciary was to bi: ap
pointed for life and the legislature subject to
frequent elections.

The Influence ofTirne:
Timelessness in Constituti,onal Interpretation
by Tom Winward
TheConstitutionofthe United States of
America, we are told, is not a common piece
oflegislation akin to any other type oflaw. It
sets out certain principles which transcend the
influencesofonetimeperiodoranother. Yet,
often the time in which a case is decided
dictates the manner in which the Constitution
is applied. This,I will argue, is contrary to the
underlyingvaluesoftheConstitutionandmakes
for bad law.
What do the following cases have in
common: Dred Scot, Roe v. Wade, Brown v.
Topeka, and Miranda? The answer is frrst that
in one way or another they are bad law and
second they were decided in a way that the
Constitution was not designed to allow. These
cases are all based primarily on the in lluences
of the time in which they were decided.
Thedisadvantageofsuch legal reason
ing is that it invites the overturning ofa case
when re-examined in a different time period.
More importantly, however, it denies the
American people a clear understanding of
exactly wh&t rights they are guaranteed under
the Constitution. An outstand10g example of
this uncertainty can be found in First Amend
ment jurisprudence. We all know that we have
the freedom to speak, but exactly how tar does
that fr1..-edom extend? You may bwn the Ameri-

can flag ifyouwishbutduringthe Vietnam War
youcouldnotbwnyourdraftcard. Today,you
can discuss the merits ofcommunism, but in
the earlier part of this century such speech
would have been forbidden as dangerous. This
is thedangerof defining our basic rights by the
time in which we live.
As for the cases previously mentioned,
how does the influenceoftheirtime makethem
bad law. The rights they seek to outline or the
policies they seek to protect are lessened when
made dependent on the time in which they are
decided. Roe v. Wade, for example, with its
trimester approach to rights, is dependent upon
thetechnologyatthetimethecasewasdecided.
Undoubtedly some ofthe difficulty the deci
sion faces today centers around the fact that
life can be sustained earlier as in the case of
premature births. In Miranda the justices
began the decision by stating the proposed
warnings were embodied in the Constitution's
Fillh,SixlhandFourteenthAmendments. They
felt compelled, however, to discuss contempo
rary studiesofpolicemisconduct, which today,
in the absence ofmisconduct, allows the vio
lation ofConstitutional rights to be viewed by
thecourtsystemasharmlesserror. Tobesure,
this constitutional miscalculation does not
only occur on the traditionally "left'' side of

The disadvantage of
such legal reasoning
is that it invites the
overturning ofa case
when re-examined
in a different time
period.
state that we have won the war on drugs and no
longerneed mandatory testing. You can be sure
that someday, someone will make that argu
ment.
Quite simply, when the Justices of the
Supreme Court look to current studies and to
the newspaper rather than case law and the
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From the Desk
of the Preside.n t
October I S, 1991
by BrianP. Madrazo
The last two weeks have seen much
happening both within the SBA and in the
schoolatlarge. TheResearchandWriting
Committee has been meeting regularly
with the administration in an effort.to both
insure that the current first years and future
Buffalo law students receive the best re
search and writing skills possible.
First year law students have re
quested that the SBA facilitate an informa~
tional meeting with the administra1ion and
the faculty who have agreed to teach next
semesters Research and Writing. The SBA
has agreed to facilitate such a meeting and
is in the processofsetting a date and a time.
Each first year will receive ample notifica
tion and it would be helpful for people to
submit questions to the SBA as soon as
possible in order that we have an idea as to
areasofconcem. Further,lookforasurvey
put together by the R & W Committee
within the next several days.
Movingontootherareasofconcern.
Alwnni Arena and Clark Gym will be
conducting a survey October 27, 1991
throughNovember2, 1991 . Thepurposeof
the survey is to determine who uses the
recreation and intramural facilities and
howofteninordertosetrates. Currentlythe
SBA pays three thousand six hundred dol
lars a year to Recreation and Intramurals.
That fee allows each law studentto use the
facilities "free" ofcharge. ltcomesoutto
approximately fourdollars per student The
undergraduates pay approximately nine
teen do liars per student and aretrying1o get
us to pay more.
While four dollars a student is a
pretty gooddeal,nineteendollars is not. It
wouldmeandrasticcutbackstoallstudent
groups and studentservices. The alterna
tive to the SBA paying is that each student
would pay or not be able to use the facili
ties. It would be helpful to know what the
studentsthink so stopby or drop anote inmy
boxnumber 449.
JustaquicknoteontheSBAmeeting
schedule. We are meeting Thursday Oc
tober 17, 1991 very briefly and then not
again until the firstweek ofNovernber. The
October 24, 1991 meeting is canceled so
that people can go out and do the ''Moot

Court" thing. Goodlucktothecompetitors.
Withrespecttogeneralbusinesscon
ducted by the SBA over the lasttwo weeks.
SBA allocated one hundred dollars to the
Domestic Violence Task Force for a con
ference in Rochester. The SBA allocated
one hundred dollars to Law Students For
Corporate Accountabilty as an initial bud
get. The SBA recognized the Medical Law
Society as an official law school group.
However,amotiontofundtheMedicalLaw
Society was tabled until they brought a
representative from the law school before
theSBA.
The SBA isin the process ofamend
ing its constitution. The SBA AD Hoc
Constitutional Revision Committee has
submitted its work to the full body ofthe
SBA for consideration. The matter will be
debated during the first week ofNovember.
Theproposedchangesmustbepassedbythe
Board o IDirectors by a two thirds vote and
then must be passed by the student body in
a referendum by a majority vote. If the ·
Board passes the proposed changes the full
constitution will be published in the paper
for the students to read.
lnclosingafewwordsonSBAmeet
ings. Firstthey areonThursdaysatSpmin
room 210 and all are welcome. Debate is
often vigorous and sometimes may seem
foolish but please remember that it is a
political processs and that the Board is
charged with ensuring that your money is
spentwiselyandforthebenefitoftheentire
student body. That charge means different
things to the differen.t directors and therein
lies the basis ofthe sometimes contentious
debate.
However, you can influence their
voteby talking with your class directors and
by attending the meetings. Letters in sup
port or against motions that the SBA is
considering are encouraged or just drop by
theofficetomakeyourselfheard. The SBA
is here to represent students, a cliche to be
sure but accurate nonetheless. I hope to see
youatourmeetingsorinthehallwaysorin
ouro fficeand encourageyourparticipation.

SBA Meetings every
Thursday 5:00 pm
210O'Brian

Supreme Court Caseload
byAndreaSammarco,ManagingEditor

By this time, the decision ofwhether or
notto allow Clarence Thomas to ascend to the
loftystatusofSupremeCourtJusticehasbeen
made (for better or worse). However, in the
midst of all the turmoil, the attention of the
Court is being diverted by the wealth ofjuicy
issues to be decided in the new term.

AdvertisingActpre-emptfailuretowarnclaims
brought after its enactment? Does FCLA pre
emptastatelawsuitchallenging federal warn
ings? Can Rose Cippollone's reliance on
galmorous advertising claims that L&M ciga
rettes were "Just what the doctor ordered"
help her estate to recover for her injuries? The
Supreme Court will soon answer these and
other harrowing questions.

Willy v. Costal Corporation
This case involves a lawyer who sued his
employer in federal court, claiming that he was
unfairly fired. The federal court detennined
that his claims were governed by state law and
dismissed the case on that basis, simulta
neously imposing Rule 11 sanctions for the
screw-up. The lawyer has alleged that the
federal court, having no jurisdiction over the
case, consequently has no jurisdiction to im
pose the sanctions, and tha1 the idea of a
"frivolous'· lawsuit is "unconstitutionally
vague."

Eastman Kodak v. Image Technical
Services
Independent photocopying machine re
pairers allege that Kodak violates antitrust
laws by illegally ''tying'' its machine sales to
service ofthosesamemachines, by refusing to
sale Kodak parts to independent repair firms.
Kodak counters that it would be economically
absurd for it to lose market share by charging
monopoly prices for its parts or repairs, a
practice which would integral to a "tying"
charge.

Cippollonev. Liggett Group
Finally,thecaseyou'veallbeenwaiting
for!! Does the Federal Cigarette Labeling and

RAVv.St.Paul
This case involves a first amendment
challenge to a city ordinance which prohibits
displaying symbols that arouse' 'anger, alarm
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SBA: Up Close & Personal
by NataiieA. Lesh, Special S.BA.
Correspondent
Dateline: Thursdays, on the front
lines oflaw student politics.
Ridiculous. Frustrating. Tiresome.
These words immediately come to
mind as I think abouttrying to describe the
most recent S.B.A. meetings. Yes, I was
certainly much too optimistic in believing
that this group ofpeople could, or would,
settle down and conduct their business in a
rational manner. Moreover, itseemsasif
any attempt to achieve this will not be
welcome. The battle lines will be clearly
drawn, and neither side seems willing to
budge. Perhaps the most dignified partici
pant at the meeting I observed was Cato,
· Second year Director Erik Marks' beautiful

by the Directors. Moreover, Hank believes
that the fiscal policy advocated by Marc
andhissupportersisnotfmanciallyrespon
sible, but instead is ''ridiculous and anal
retentive. '' More importantly, though, he
argues that the money not given to new
groupsnow, when they needitto gets1arted,
w~J remain innextsemester' s unallocated
reserve until it is spent on a needlessly huge
S.B.A.party.
This conflict has resulted in what
First Year Director Kevin Collins calls
"motion sickness," as one motion after _
another is presented and debated amidst
several friendly and hostile amendments.
Hesays, "Oneweekwedoonethingandttie
puppy.
next we do another." First Year Director
Toe issue, not surprisingly, is fi- Sarah Swartzmeyerisalso ''nauseous with
_,,n_ances. More specifically, it is the dispo the group'' and fed up with the process, ;,
sition of the S.B.A. 's "unallocated re
As I stated Previously, this whole
serve,'' from which new clubs are funded thing is extremely disturbing. -It seeJ11$ as ·
and existing clubs' budgets are supple if the Directors' votes are motivated by ··,
mented. The S.B.A. has $2000 in this vindictiveness--theyare.votingnotfurany
reserve fur the entire year. Although the thing but against it. While this interaction
$100 profit from the S.B.A. party at is momentarily am~sing to watch, I am
. Mulligan's was recently added to the personally sick of the weekly display of
unallocated reserve, this amount is largely inunaturityaJ¥lspite. ItwouldbeoneUling ·
static. Basically, when ifs gone, IT'S ifthemembersoftheS.B.A.'sbowed~me .
GONE! Hence, the controversy.
sortofconsiderationandrespectforeacb ·
Three divergent opinions have other while voicing their disagreements.
emerged with respect to the disposition of Unfortunately, thereisacompletelackof .
the unallocated reserve funds: I. The courtesy, as evidenced bySecond Year
amountshould besplitin two-no more than Director ScotFisher' s commentduring the
$1000 should be giyen out this semester so 1.astme.eting: ''Pointofin.furmation,;...Man::, .
that$ I 000 willbeavailable next semester; you 're an asshole:'''This was not, by.along •·
2. The amount should be split in two, but .shot, the only such comment, and I apolo.: •;
sincesomuc~money has been given away gizeinadvanceto Scotforusinghimasan -·•already, the rest might as well be given examele, It <toes, however, illQS(rate my ._
away,too;3. Theamountshouldnotbesplit point that without mutual respect and un- '
in.two--new clubs are usually fonned in the derstanding, progress in the S,B./4. will ,
first semesterand funding should be avail co.ntinuetobeimposstble. '·
. :· · ,
ableto them so thatthier developmentisnot
Outoffairness, Imustaddthat,afew
restricted. Most ofthe Clas Directors hold ofthe Directors have consistently articu
oneormoreoftheseopinions in the course ~ a single strategy for givingaiay the
ofa single meeting, depending on which unallocated reserve money,'regard)~ of
club is requesting funding. This isperhaps theclubinvolved. Forexample, ThirdYear
the most disheartening aspect of the pro Director Marc Hirschfield has taken the
cess from thepointofviewofanobserver hard line that the S..B.A. shouldnotspend ·
·personal.'biases and feelings are being more than $1 000 oftheunal.l.&at.edteserve
substituted for sound policy decisions.
this semester. He views this positioo·as
On the other side, Second Year Di ''financially responsible,'' and ·Warns
rector HankNowakhasoonsistentlyargued against "defecit funding." While Marc
against dividing the unallocated reserve does have some support for this pblicy,
into two portions, one of which must be namely that there se<.ms to have been some
saved forthenextsemester. Hemaintains silent agreementniade at the beginning of
that any silent agreement to divide the the semester to divide the money.,in this
money is void, since itwas nevervotedupon way, opposition abounds. ·
·

or resentment in others on the basis of race,
creed,religionorgender." Theordinancewas
used in the arrest of a white teen-ager who
burned a cross in the front ya:rd of a black
family.

Supreme Court, in the form of a worker's
compensation case that challenges retroac
tive legislation. States may be prohibited from
interfering with private contracts under the
little used provisions ofthe Clause.

Simon&Schusterv.N.Y.StateCrime
Victims Board
Royalties generated by booksormovies
based on real life crimes are sometimes fun
neled to the criminals who committed these
acts. The"SonofSam"casehasfinallywound
itswaytothehighcourt,andtheissueinvolved
is the consitutionality of state laws which
claim the royalties and leave the criminal with
nothing to show for his or her efforts. These
laws can be rather expansive in scope, for
example, the New York Law even applies to
peopleconvictedofminoroffenses. Underits
coverage,MartinLutherKing wouldhavebeen
ineligible for the royalties generated by books
and magazines because ofhis civil disobedi
ence. Tbelawalsoappliestopeoplewhohave
been accused ofa crime but never convicted.

Leev. Weisman
ShouldarabbibeallowedtorefertoGod
in a "non-denominational prayer" given at a
highschool?ToeSupremeCourthasagreedto
tackle once again the perplexing question of
where and how to draw the line prohibiting
religion in public schools.

GMv.Romein
ThescopeoftheContractsClauseofthe
U.S. Constitution has again come before the

Bray v. Alexandria Women'sHealth
Clinic
This case plays into the larger issue of
whether federal courts may issue injunctions.
against anti-abortion protesters who want to
block access to clinics. A law which was
originally designed to keep the KKK. from
blocking the access o fblacks to voting booths,
isnowunderfireafterhavingbeenusedagainst
anti-abortion protesters.
These cases will be instrumental in
establishing the constitutional framework on
which our rights and obligations as American
citizens will develop.

"THERE'S NO SUCFI THING AS A SPORT.S LAWYER"
by Sazdtan H. Baptiste (IL)
That was the message given by Mr.
Ralph Halpern on Thursday, October I 0, 199 l
to those who attended the first lecture this fall
presented by the Sports and Entertainment
Law Society . Mr. Halpern is currently a
partnerin thelaw firm ofJaeckle, Fleischmann
& Mugel who represent the Buffalo Bills. A
previouslawprofessoratNorthWesternLaw
School, Halpern gave a very informational
speechonthetopicofProfessionalSportsLaw
with particular concentration on his specialty
-football.
Halpern stated that the concept of a
' Sports Lawyer' cannot be easily classified.
He said that the skills a lawyer learns such as
contracts, torts, taxation, medical malprac-

Halpern explained that Sports Law is a
relatively new field. According to Halpern, the
first football player to have an agent was Red
Grange when he went to play for the Chicago
Bears in 1922. Previously, players were paid
$100.00 a week and about$ I 000.00 a season
which didn 't leave much money to pay an
agent. In 1933, the draft assignment process
was unilaterally established by the National
Football League and with the impactoftele
vision in the 1960 's the necessity for agents
became greater. Halpemsaidthatin 1968, the
first football union was established under the
direction ofJack Kemp ofthe Buffalo Bills.
Halpern said that an agent ''basically
negotiates a player's employment contract'' .
However, an agent also obtains and negotiates

contract, a percentage ofthe player's contrac;:t,
or a hourly rate. Halpern said that these fee
payments can becombined in various ways but
these agreements usually do not include the
agents expenses.
Halpern expressed various problems
which have arisen as a result ofhaving a bad
agent such as income mismanagement and
excessive fees. A major problem has been
conflictofinterest. Somecontractsarestruc
tured where an agent will get his fee up front,
which tends to mean that the player will also
bepaid up front asopposed to deferred compen
sation which might be a tax advantage to the
player. Halpern explained that ifsuch a con-

"Although competitors on the playing
field, players are considered partners
through the NFL PlayersAssociation."
tice, etc. are all necessary elements to effi
ciently represent your client, whether a team
owner or player.
It is not easy to become an agent for a
player even ifa player wants you to represent
him, Halpern said. Each professional football
player is partofthe unionized National Foot
ball League Players Association (N .F.L.P.A. ).
An attorney must be certified by the union to
negotiate particular provisions of a player's
contract such as a player's wages above the
minimum set by the union, the form of pay
ment, and the frequency ofpayments.

contracts for endorsements, provides invest
ment advice, income management, and legal
and tax counsel. He said an agent helps his
client get the best opportunities available and
''stillhavemoney afterhis[professional] play
ing career which averages 4.6 years' '.
He stated that an agent/player agree
ment consists ofthree basic elements: (1) the
rangeofservicestheagentwillprovide,(2)the
termofagreement(oneyearorcareer)and(3)
agent fees. There are also various ways fees
may be paid. An agent may get a flat fee
regardless of how much a player gets in his

tract includes a signing bonus to the player, but
the player is not picked for the team, his
contract is voided and the player will have to
pay his agent his full fee outofthat bonus.
A second major problem Halpern has
observed is overly aggressive client acquire
ment practices where an agent will send out a
person(a "runner" ) to scan campuses to solicit
players that may be drafted.
Halpern also mentioned the important
role the wiion performs in player negotiations
and benefits. '' Although competitors on the
playing field, players are considered partners'•
through the N.F.L.P.A., he said. The union
reviews thecontractofevery player and thereby
hasdevelopedstandardsofpaythroughcollec
tive bargaining by comparing contracts ofpre
vious years. ''Just like an unionized assembly
line worker'' ,Halpem saidtheN.F.L.P.A. has
fought forplayer' rights suchasdaysoff, injury
protection, and grievance procedures.
Halpern's ad vice to anyone wishing to
enter the field ofSports Law isto develop skills
in general areas ofthe law and associate with
a firm or attorney who represents players or
team management. However, he did not over
look the factor ofluck in " being at the right
place at the right time" as an aid in entering
this constantly growing areaofthelaw.

SPORTS?
Ralph Halpern is a partner at Jaeckle,
Fleischmann& Mugel, the law firm which
representstheBuffaloBills.

Ifyou play on ateam, for fun
or for keeps, The Opinion would
like to hear-about it. Submit any
storiesorleaveanoteinBox212so
that we can talk to you about your
team'saccomplishments.

HALF COURT PRESS
HEATHENS
TURN TO
.
PRAYER
by PeterLorme and Michael Radjavitch
. On Wednesday, October2,the lawschool
HEATHENS played the undefeated
MUNCHERS, resulting ina 13-7 blowout of
the once undefeated team. This victory evened
the HEATHENS record at2-2 for the season.
It was a game that featured good hitting on the
part of all players, including a five-run first
inning to start the game on very positive note.
Apparently, the head games which the losing
team tried to play by not letting the HEA
THENS use their bats backfired, motivating
the HEATHENS to give their best perfor-

manceoftheseason. Thiswinningeffortalso
featured great defense, highlighted by a dra
matic play at the plate by HEATHENS catcher
CharlieLiu. WiththeMUNCHERSmakinga
late inning surge, Charlie Liu dived like a
juggernautand tagged therunneroutto end the
inning and bring the surge to an end.
The following Saturday, October 5, the
HEATHENS won their first game by forfeit,

WITH
CRIMINAL
INTENT
by Michael Radjavitch

Roger "Dodger" Sagerman, gracefully
completes his delivery ofthe ball.

PeteLorme, teamcaptainandleftfielder,
wields his big stick.

Wednesday ' sgamewasnotto be noted in the
''W'' column. Playing an opponent with the
best fielding this side ofthe Buffalo Bisons, the
HEATHENSoffensewasunabletogetoutof
the blocks. The HEATHENS were also taken
by surprise at the other team' s vast improve
ment over last Spring's hitting. Before the
HEATHENS were able to adjust, the game
wasover,and with it the Fall intramural soft
ball regular season. Better luck in the Spring
guys!

while the second game ofthe double-header
was rained out. With their record at 3-2, the
HEATHENS were in a three-way tie for first
place in their division. With only the first
placed team moving on to the playoffs ofthe
Fall season, the hopes of the HEATHENS
rested on their performance in the final game
oftheseason. Awinwithagoodrunsforand
against ratio would boost them into the play
offs for the second season in a row.
Unfortunately, the result of last

Saturday's intramural soccer game
againstHOOF N MOUTH ended leaving the
lawstudentsofCRIMINALINTENTwonder
ing what had gone wrong during the 0-2 loss.
Perhaps it was the fact that they had not played
ina week, or that the team opted to go with two
forwardsinsteadofthethreewhichworkedso
well for their first game, or maybe it was just
thattheyhadabadday. CRIMINALINTENT
was outplayed at almost all positions. The
younger HOOFNMOUTH team had far better
speed, and with only 12 players present for
CRIMINAL INTENT, the substitutions· so
necessaryto keep up with the high tempo ofthe
game were simply not available.
It was immediately evident that CRIMI
NALINTENTwouldhavea tough gameahead
ofthem as they observed the intramural refer
ees taking the field as players for the opposing
team. Winningthetoss,theHOOFNMOUTH
captain opted for sideo ffield, giving CRIMI
NAL INTENT the ball to open the first half.
Once play started, the game moved to high
speed and stayed there. The mismatches in
speed left large gaps in the midfield ofCRIMI-

NAL INTENT, and the other team took full
advantage ofthese gaps to push the ball into the
other half with very little interference. This
situationleftCRIMINALINTENT'sdefense
in a precarious position, especially given the
speed oftheotherteam's wings. Aboutmid
waythroughthefirsthalf,aHOOFNMOUTH
forward took a shot on goal which hit goalie
HankNowak.in thehoofand lefthismouth wide
openasitbouncedintothegoal,givingthema
1-0 lead. The remainder ofthe first half saw
CRIMINAL INTENT attacking timeaftertime
in an attempt to tie the score before halftime.
Forwards Mark Skoultchi and Constantine
Karides, as well as midfielder Francisco
Duarte, took several shots on goal, but none
made it into the net.
InthesecondhalfCRIMINALINTENT
went back to a three forward offense, but the
other team was ready for them. HOOF N
MOUTH adoptedadefensivestrategy,attack
ing when a countering opportunity presented
itself. Many such counters were the result of
CRIMINALINTENT'snumerousattempts to
tie the game, and on one such break.away
HOOFN MOUTH scored to takea2-0 lead.
Thissecondgoalwastheresultofaveryheads
up pass followed by a great shot from a very
difficult angle; it was impossible to stop. The
remaining 10 minutes were played very much
the same, with shots taken on both sides, but
neither team was able to score. This loss drops
the previously undefealed CRIMINAL IN
TENT to a record o fl -1 with three games left
to play in the last two weeks of the regular
intramuralseason. Twowinswouldguarantee
them a spot in the playoffs, and that is the goal
that CRIMINAL INTENT has set for itself.
They are scheduled to play again on 10/19 at
2:00p.m.,andon 10/26atnoon. Allgamesare
held near the Ellicott tennis courts and fan
support is encouraged. Ifyou have any ques
tions or suggestions, please feel free to contact
team captains Michael Radjavitch or Jorge
Guerrero.
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The lnescapabilityofEugenics _
"A group of law students
who shall remain nameless
have decided to form a
new, unofficial, informal
group.
BAR
REVU
There are no mandatory
meetings, no by-laws or
hierarchy.
All that is
required

is

WEEKLY
ATT EN DANCE
AT THE BAR OF CHOICE.
Thursday, October 17

This
week:Sheridan
Lanes
3706 Sheridan Avenue
9:30 p.m.
$1.40 a game with student

i. d.

SEE

THERE. II

YOU

Lynching of ClarenceThomas
continued from

page 5

on display as he devastated his Democratic
questioners, revealing their incompetence.
An impressive parade ofsupporting wit
nesses came forth ofblacks, whites, men,
women, liberals, conservatives, Democrats,
Republicans, and feminists. The American
people responded to this impressive dis
play,as59%concluded thatThomasshould
be confinned compared with only 28%
against, including over 50% ofAmerican
women (CNN Poll). A striking 67% of
American blacks believed Judge Thomas
should be confirmed.
Although Judge Thomas felthisname
had been ruined, I belieye that it has already
been restored. The CNN Poll found that
twice as many Americans believed Judge
Thomas over Hill. After his confirmation,
he will serve the Supreme Court with dis
tinction and this disgusting issue will soon
be forgotten. The big losersofthiscontro
versy are the feminists and the black lead
ership who, as usual, revealed how out of
touch they are with their constituencies.
Since Judge Thomas' nomination, a major-
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ityofwomenandblackshavesupportedhis
confirmation, and their support has increased
since Hill's allegations. It is remarkable
that the NAACP could unanimously reject
the Thomas nomination, when he had so
much support in the black community. I
thought this organization was for the '· Ad
vancemento fColored People.'' Apparently,
this does not include Conservative Black
Republicans like Judge Thomas.
Americans have just witnessed a na
tional disgrace. Yet, thepeopleresponded to
this injustice by rallying behind adecentand
honorableman in the faceofa vicious attack.
We have been presented with yet another
example o fhow out oftouch the politicians
and special interest groups in Washington
are from the American people. When Ted
Kennedy, who has murdered a woman and
has a long history of sexual incidents, is
responsible for judging the integrity o fJudge
Thomas, whose entire career is beyond re
proach, itis not only comical buta sad day for
our nation. Wecan only hope there are better
days ahead for this democracy.
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by Hans Tirpak
What willthe world be like one thousand

years from now? No-one can accurately pre
dict what problems will-face us or what our
environment or social structures will be like.
One thing that we can be sure of is that the
problems facing us will likely be more compli
cated and severe than those facing us today.
We as a society can influence .in only
very limited ways what our world will be like
one thousand years from now to enhance the
chancesofhumansurvivalnahappiness. We
can try to protect the environment, pass down
cultural values, try to curb the development
andutifuationofweaponsofmassdestruction,
try to maintain and enhance the genetic diver
sity of our species and try to increase the
nwnber ~d percentage ofpeople within the
population capable ofdeveloping the level of
genius that will be necessary to solve the
problems presented in the next millennium.
The first four approaches are presently
politically popular, while the fifth (known as
eugenics) is in political exile because the
Nazis took it to heart, added particularly cruel
denial o fbasic human rights, and thus created
incomprehensible and virtually unmatched
evil. Myundergraduatementor/advisor, who is
a personal friend ofmine, was the only member
ofhis family to survive the Auschwitz concen
tration camp. Having heard him tell of his
experiences in the death camp, I believe that
I understand as well asany twenty-four year old
can the potential abuses ofne~ative eugenics
whenhurnanrightsare notprotected. Eugenic' s
political unpopularity is also the result ofthe
mistaken beliefthatit is a racist philosophy. In
the early days it was, but, since the birth of
moderngeneticsabouttwenty-fiveyearsago,
eugenics is no longer burdened by the substan
tial lack ofgenetic understanding. Thus, the
racist vestiges have been removed to a great
extent. For example, unlike fiftyyearsago,it
is now for the most universally accepted that
within every race and every nationality there
arepeoplewith the full rangeofpotentials from
dysfunctio~ to exceptional, and that state
ments of"He is ofthis race, therefore ... '· are
to be totally disregarded except in relation to
very basic physical attributes.
It seems only natural that any societal
intervention in determining or influencing
whomhashowmanychildrenwillnecessarily
be immoral and accompanied by a denial of
basichumanrights. Thisissimplynotthecase.
I wouldnotsupporteugenics ifit were. Firstof
all, virtually every aspecto f functioning soci
eties, including those societies which are
strongly dedicated to enhancing morality and
protecting human rights, influences whom will
have how many children. This is theresultof

social pressures and the awarding ofresources
in relation to expected societal contributions.
Secondly,societycaninfluencewhomhashow
many children by encouraging people ofcer
tain groups to exercise their right to bear
children. This is called positive eugenics and
can be done with absolutely no denial o findi
vidual rights.
It is intellectually dishonest to claim
either that genetics plays no role in the devel
opment of intelligence or that intelligence in
nobeneficialtoaperson'schancesofsurvival.
A recent study has shown that genetics is
responsible for about seventy percent of a
person• s intelligence. Intelligence is simply
the ability to learn and is thus universally
applicable. So, what is left is the rather
complicated problem of determining which
groupsofpeopleshouldbeencouragedtohave
more children, who is to decide, and how to do
this without denying anyone basic individual
rights. For example, I think that Nobel scien
tists should be encouraged to have more chil
dren, while people with severe genetically
based handicaps should not. Everywhere in
between is a fuzzy gray area.
There are numerous ways ofapproach
ing these determinations, all of which have
significant flaws. The best we can do in terms
ofincreasing thepercentageofpeoplewithin
the population with high genetically based
intellectual potentials would be to encourage
thegroupsofpeoplewho are most likely to have
high genetically based intellectual potentials
to have more children. Determining which
groups are to be encouraged to have more
childrenis particularly problematic for several
reasons. First, it is widely accepted that
standardized tests are inaccurate. Second,
nepotism, racism and racial preference
progra_ms are ubiquitous in our society, thus
making socioeconomic success a poor indicator
of genetically based intellectual potential.
The question is whether these factors should be
used in spite oftheir flaws as a basis for the
above mentioned encouragement
So,dowesay "Screw it" andjustleave
things to themselves because it would be
difficult to make the above stated
determinations? That was my firstresponse,
but upon further reflection I realiz.ed that every
moment of our lives society is influencing
whomhashowmanychildren. Haveyouseen
the television shows "Murphy Brown,"
" Cheers," or"Married ...With Children" yet _
this season? Since society is influencing
whom has how many children, I think people
should have a say in this encouragement and
that society should at least try to use this
encourage,nent to heighten our species' long
term chances ofsurvival. I would appreciate
any input on this subject (except personal
attacks) in Law Box 545.

Career Development Office
Recently representatives of the Student Bar Association (SBA) informed CDO of
student concern about procedures used by this office in the forwarding of applications to
employers participating in our programs. Specifically, there is a concern that CDO is pre
screening resumes on the basis ofclass rank and law review.
CDO sends all resumes thatitreceives to employers, with very few exceptions. Those
exceptions are described in the 1990 COO Handbook under the heading" Interview Program:
General Procedures," (p. 7). They areas follows :
l . Ifan employer requests that applicants be from a particular class year (i.e., second
or third-year), CDO will forward resumes only of students in that class year.
. 2. Ifan accounting or patent firm has an educational requirement (e.g., accounting,
engineering, or scientific course background), we will "pull" the resume ofa student who
~ does not meet those requirements. However, we always give the student the benefit
ofthe doubt. This year we did not ' ' pull' ' any resumes for lack ofthis type ofqualification
and, on those few occasions in the past when we have, the students involved were informed
ofour action.
The only other exception is when we notice an inaccurate or fraudulent statement or
statistic on a resume. Again, the studentis notified ifhis/herresume is "pulled' · for this reason.
This problem did not occur even once this year.
CDO does maintain a listofresume/applications submitted to employers through our
office. Students are welcome to come to CDO and have us check if their materials were
forwarded.

-

HOMAN RIGHTS WEEK

The Graduate Group on Human Rights and the National Lawyers Guild will be sponsoring Human
Rights week, October 14 through October 18, 1991.
On Wednesday, October 16, Dr. Robert Harris, a Rockefellor Fellow, will be facilitating an
informal discussion on' 'Diversity, Division, Diversion - the Multi-cultural debate.''
The discussion will take place in Clemens Hall, Roo...1830, from 12:15 to 2:15 pm.
On Thursday, October 17, there will be a Human Rights Week meeting in Room 408 of O'Brian
Hall, at 3: 30 pm. At 7: 30 pm, in the Margaret Grant Lounge of Caudell Hall on the Buffalo
State Campus, the Middle East Task Force of the WNY Peace Center will be sponsoring a
lecture on ' ' Countering the Western View of Islamic Fundamentalism.''
on Friday, October 18, Virginia Held will be speaking in Room 684 of Baldy Hall, at 3: 30
pm. Her topic will be ''Feminist Moral Inquiry.''
LECTORES

On Wednesday, October 16, the Lesbian and Gay Law Student Organization will be sponsoring
a discussion with Mark E. Wojcik, J .D., LL.M., an expert and national lecturer on AIDS Law
and HIV Testing. He will be addressing ''The Questions and Controversy Over Mandatory HIV
Testing For Health Care Workers.'' The discussion will take place at 4: 00 pm. in the
Fifth Floor Faculty Lounge of O'Brian Hall. A question and answer period will follow.
On Monday, October 28, at 6: 00 pm. in Room 210 of O'Brian Hall, the Sports and
Entertainment Law Society will be sponsoring a lecture with Leslie Greenbaum, a partner at
Gross Shuman Brizdle and Gilfillan. Mr. Greenbaum will be discussing copyrights,
publishing, patents, and other issues in Entertainment Law.
COO EVENTS
~ First Year and Transfer students are required to attend a CDO Orientation meeting on

either Monday; October 21, or on Wednesday, October, October 31. Both meetings will take
place at 3: 30 pm. in Room 106.
CDO will be holding four sessions on resume writing, , and encourages First Year and
Transfer students to attend:
Monday, October 28, 11:00 am., Room 210
Wednesday, October 30, 12: 30 pm., Room 210
Thursday, November 7 , 3 : 3 0 pm. , Room 10 9
Friday, November 8, 1: 00 pm., Room 212
MEETINGS

sec Meeting: Thursday, October 17, First Floor Lounge, at 2 pm.
The topic of discussion will be Congressional Term Limitations.
AWLS Meetings: Wednesday, October 16, First Floor Lounge, 4 pm., and Wednesday, October
30, First Floor Lounge, 4 pm.
CIDER SALE
AWLS will be selling cider on Tuesday, October 29, from 8: 30 am. to 12: 00 pm. on the
second floor of O'Brian Hall.
LAW LIBRARY EXHIBITS

The Law Library welcomes exhibits by· law school student organizations on topics relevant
to their missions and interests. To propose an exhibit for the hall showcase and/or
library display cases, see Iris Reese in Room 208 of the Law Library.
HIBERNIAN SOCIAL

The Hibernian Law Society will be holding its first social from 7: 00 to 11: 00 pm. on
Thursday, October 17, at Checkers Tavern, 1854 Hertel Avenue. For $5.00 at the door, eat
and drink all you want!
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Desmond Moot Court Schedule
PRACTICEROUNDS
Fri. Oct. 18 4-8pm in Rooms 108 & 212
Sat. Oct. 19 2-6pm in Rooms 108 & 210
Sun. Oct.20 5-9pminRooms 108 &210
PRELIMINARYROUNDS-theonesthatcount.
Oct.22-24 TimeandRoomtobeannoW1cedbyteamnumber.
QUARTERFINALS
Fri. Oct 25 6:30-8 :30pm
SFMI-FINALS
Sat. Oct. 26 11 am
FINALS

-

-•

-•

BAR REVIEW

When you register for lhe BAR/BBi
, New York bar review course.

You receive:
■ A $230 DISCOUNT OIi Iha $1325 bar

■

■

■

review course lulllon. (Your lulllon:
$1095)
The New York Essav Advantage FREE.

(Regular BAR/BRI sludenl tuition $175.)

The GIibert Mulllstate Diagnostic Cllnlc
FREE. (Regular BAR/BRI student
lulllon $95.)
The Arthur MIiier CPLR Mini-Review
FREE. (Regular BAR/BRI student
tuition $75.)

BAR REVIEW
MPRE COURSE LOCATION INFORMATION
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL
BRIDGEPORT LAW SCHOOL
BUFFALO lAW SCHOOL
CUNY LAW SCHOOL
HOFSTRA LAW SCHOOL
MANHATTAN

PACE LAW SCHOOL

RUTGERS LAW SCHOOL
SETON HALL lAW SCHOOL
SYRACUSE lAW SCHOOL
TOURO LAW SCHOOL
U CONN LAW SCHOOL

WNEC LAW SCHOOL
YALE LAW SCHOOL

Sat., 11/2
Sun., 11 /3
Sat., 11 /2
Sat., 11/2
Wed., 10/30
A - Sun., 10/27 LIVE

9AM - 1PM
10AM - 2PM
10:30AM - 2:30 PM
11AM - 3PM
6:30PM - 10:30PM
11 AM - 3PM

8- Sun., 11/3
C-Thura., 11n
D- Sat., 11/9
E -Tues., 11/12
Sat., 11 /2
Sat., 11/2
Sun., 11/3
Thurs., 11 n
Sun., 11/3
Sat., 11 /2
Sun., 11 /3
Sat., 11 /9

11AM - 3PM
6PM - 10PM
11AM - 3PM
6PM - 10PM
10AM - 2PM
1PM - 5PM
11AM - 3PM
5PM - 9PM
9AM - 1PM
10AM - 2PM
10AM - 2PM
10AM - 2PM

East Wang

Room 14
Room 108
Room 135
Room308
Ramada Hotel at
Madison Square Garden

BAR/BRI Office
BAR/BRIOffice
BAR/BRI Office
BAR/BRI Office

Preston Hall-Room 401
Room 108
Room202
Brooks Hal
8217
Knight HaD-Room 115
Room A
Room 126

